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Abstract
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a movement disorder
identified more than 200 years ago; today it is defined
by specific motor symptoms that together receive the
name of parkinsonism. PD diagnosis is reached with
the full parkinsonian syndrome, but in recent years, a
series of non-motor symptoms have arisen as intrinsic
components of PD. These non-motor symptoms are
variable, creating a widely heterogenous disease
presentation. Some non-motor symptoms appear in
late disease stages and are explained as the natural
progression of PD pathology into other brain centres,
including the frontal cortex. Other symptoms can appear
a decade or earlier preceding PD diagnosis, particularly
hyposmia (loss of smell) and constipation. These early
symptoms and the accompanying protein pathology have
stimulated a lively conversation about the origin and
nature of PD and other related conditions: some authors
propose that PD starts in the olfactory mucosa and the
gut due to direct exposure to toxins or pathogens. This
pathology then travels by anatomically interconnected
networks to the midbrain to cause motor symptoms and
the cortex to cause late complications. Other models
propose that PD develops in multiple independent foci
that do not require pathology spread. We will review
these hypotheses in the context of recent developments
regarding the spread of amyloids and propose a mixed
model where a multifocal origin explains the variable
presentation of PD, while cell-to-cell spread explains
stereotypical disease progression.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most
common neurodegenerative disease affecting
the elderly and the most prevalent movement
disorder.1 PD is characterised mainly by a combination of motor symptoms described more than
200 years ago2 known as parkinsonism or parkinsonian syndrome: resting tremor, bradykinesia,
rigidity and abnormal gait. Although variable and
not diagnostic on their own, patients with PD also
present an array of non-motor symptoms that indicate a widespread pathology of the central and
peripheral nervous systems (CNS, PNS). Cognitive
dysfunction, psychiatric disturbances, incontinence
and autonomic disorders are some of the symptoms
that develop late in the disease, typically following
the diagnosis of PD. Remarkably, hyposmia, gastrointestinal (GI) problems, sleep disturbances and
depression usually appear before PD diagnosis,
sometimes by a decade. Hyposmia and constipation
have been suggested to be the first signs of a PD

pathology that spreads from the periphery to the
CNS.3 4 Multiple PD hypotheses fail to completely
explain the complexity and heterogeneity of PD.
We will review here the current state of the field,
motor symptoms
the relevance of the early non-
and propose a unifying hypothesis that explains the
heterogeneity of PD and related disorders.

Motor features of PD: parkinsonism and
dopamine loss

The motor deficits in PD are relatively well-
understood today. Parkinsonism is caused by understimulation of dopamine receptors in the striatum.
The basal ganglia are complex brain nuclei with
excitatory and inhibitory relays involved in many
important processes, including the control of
voluntary movement. The origin of parkinsonism
is decreased dopamine release in the striatum from
dopaminergic neurons whose cell bodies originate
in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) in the
midbrain. These neurons are progressively lost in
patients with PD as indicated by the loss of the dark
pigmentation associated with neuromelanin production in the midbrain. The neurofunctional basis of
the motor symptoms in PD conform the basis for
the current symptomatic treatments. Supplemendopamine
tation of patients with PD with levo-
(L-
dopa) restores most of the motor symptoms,
supporting the key modulatory roles of dopamine
in striatal neurons. Additionally, electrical stimulation of the subthalamic nuclei downstream of the
abnormal basal ganglia through deep brain stimulation partially restores motor symptoms and allows
decreasing the dose of L-dopa along with its side
effects (dyskinesia). Unfortunately, these symptomatic treatments are only temporary as the pathology
progressively spreads to other brain centres causing
new debilitating symptoms.
The main pathological finding in PD is the presence of Lewy bodies (LB) in the neurons responsible
for the PD symptoms. LB are composed of cytoplasmic aggregates that accumulate in the cell body
(LB) and neurites (Lewy neurites) containing mainly
misfolded and aggregated α-synuclein (α-syn)
protein. α-syn plays a key role in PD because of
the widespread distribution of LB pathology, its
connection to familial forms of PD and studies
using α-syn to stage PD progression.4–6

Non-motor symptoms in PD: more than dopamine

In addition to the cardinal motor symptoms, PD
has several distinguishing non-motor features that
makes it particularly challenging from both clinical
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and basic science perspectives. These symptoms are usually
referred to as ‘premotor’, but that term may be misleading
because mild motor symptoms (eg, resting tremor, bradykinesia)
may develop years before full PD diagnosis. In this review, we
will refer to these symptoms as ‘non-motor’ and use ‘prediagnostic’ for those symptoms that appear before full PD diagnosis.
Among the non-
motor symptoms in PD, incontinence,
dementia, hallucinations, depression and other psychiatric disturbances, dysphagia (difficulty swallowing), hypophonia (weak
voice), orthostatic hypotension, cardiac autonomic dysfunction
and sexual disfunction tend to appear after PD diagnosis. More
interesting are the symptoms that may appear in the prediagnostic phase of PD: hyposmia, constipation, sleep alterations
and depression. Patients with PD can present with some of these
early symptoms or none, making the clinical presentation highly
heterogeneous. Of these early symptoms, hyposmia and constipation have prevalence around 90% depending on the study
and, more importantly, implicate peripheral tissues exposed to
potential exogenous PD triggers.
These early peripheral PD symptoms bring up interesting
questions about the nature and origin or PD: Does PD originate
first in peripheral tissues? Does PD start peripherally and spreads
to the midbrain and cortex or does it start in multiple foci simultaneously? Is PD one heterogeneous disease—a syndrome—or
the convergence of multiple independent pathologies? Is PD an
infectious disease, a systemic disease, a multifocal disease or a
brain disease with concurrent old-age symptoms? What are the
contributions of genetics and environmental exposures to PD?
We will review the current knowledge on the early peripheral
non-motor symptoms linked to PD and discuss the best models
that explain the nature of PD.

Hyposmia/anosmia

Hyposmia is one of the many changes associated with normal
ageing, with 25% of the general population showing loss of
smell (reviewed in Refs. 7–9). However, hyposmia appears at a
younger age and is more prevalent in patients with PD compared
with the general population. Although it varies in the literature, recent data using standardised and sensitive smell testing
suggest that up to 90% of patients with PD display some degree
of hyposmia or complete anosmia.7 10 Studies in ageing populations or relatives of patients with PD found that those individuals with hyposmia had increased odds of developing PD 4 and
5 years later, respectively.11 12 Moreover, patients diagnosed with
hyposmia had 11-fold higher odds of developing incidental LB
pathology without PD, further supporting the close connection
between these pathologies.13–15
Patients with PD are not characterised by a specific smell
loss; thus, no particular type of olfactory neuron demonstrates increased vulnerability.16 17 Despite the robust loss of
smell, pathological studies describe a mostly normal olfactory
epithelium.18 A detailed analysis of the olfactory epithelium
in autopsied tissue (necropsies) found no α-syn pathology in
olfactory neurons.19 However, a more recent study detected LB
pathology in six out of eight patients with PD.20 Biopsies of the
olfactory epithelium (early disease stages) found that antibodies
against specific olfactory neurons showed the same distribution
in patients with PD, non-
PD hyposmic controls and normal
controls20 and no LB pathology,18 suggesting that this tissue is
not particularly vulnerable in PD. In contrast, mitral cells, which
receive direct input from epithelial neurons, the olfactory tracts
(olfactory nerve) and several closely connected brain regions
involved in olfaction (amygdala, entorhinal cortex, the piriform
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cortex and olfactory tubercle) all show prominent LB pathology.
These observations highlight the differential vulnerability to LB
pathology in the olfactory system and locates the dysfunction to
the olfactory tracts and olfactory centres of the brain. Although
the volume of the olfactory bulb appears to be normal by
anatomical MRI, with variations depending on the study,21 more
specific imaging modalities have detected specific changes.22–27
Smell loss does not respond to L-dopa treatment, indicating non-
specific neurotransmitter changes (dopamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, norepinephrine) associated with hyposmia.7 8 28 29 These
findings have two main implications: (1) hyposmia could be used
to identify patients in prodromal PD and (2) as one of the first
pathogenic events in PD, hyposmia could help identify the triggering agent(s) as well as the mechanism(s) mediating the spread
of pathology to the midbrain and cortex.
Hyposmia has low specificity for predicting PD since many
conditions can result in loss of smell. A smell study following
patients for 5 years only showed 53% accuracy predicting future
PD diagnosis.30 However, combining hyposmia with other early
non-motor PD symptoms (see below) or with imaging abnormalities shows significantly higher predictive value for PD.31 32
On the other hand, hyposmia is a poor marker for PD progression, possibly because the pathology in the olfactory areas of the
brain starts early and progresses faster than the motor, cognitive and psychiatric symptoms. A potential clue to the olfactory pathology in PD comes from its correlation with other PD
symptoms. Hyposmia is not associated with either the tremor-
dominant or akinetic-
dominant types of PD.33 34 However,
hyposmia associates with cognitive and psychiatric disturbances,
including apathy, anxiety and depression, indicating a common
central susceptibility for these symptoms.35 36 Whereas overall
cognitive performance seems normal among patients with PD
with hyposmia, specific aspects of cognitive decline like verbal
memory, executive function and attention, seem impaired in
PD.37 These associations can increase the specificity and accuracy of early PD diagnosis and contribute to elucidate the origin
and nature of the pathology.

Constipation

GI alterations are another common non-motor feature of PD.
The prevalence and severity of GI problems increase with the
progression of PD, making these problems part of the natural
history of PD.38 39 General GI complications may be underreported with 30%–90% of patients with PD complaining of
different GI problems.40 41 In addition to affecting the quality
of life and causing social stigma, alterations in GI function
can interfere with the absorption of medications in the large
intestine, exacerbating motor fluctuations in patients with PD.
Among the many GI complications, the most common is constipation, with a prevalence that has been reported between 30%
and 80%, sixfold more common in PD than in age matched
controls. More importantly for this review, constipation is one
of the earliest symptoms associated with PD, with a presentation
up to 15 years before PD diagnosis.42–45 In fact, individuals with
fewer bowel movements are at a higher risk of developing PD
5 years later.43 However, the sensitivity of constipation alone for
predicting PD is low.
The enteric nervous system (ENS) is a semiautonomous
neuronal network that regulates the function of different sections
of the gut. Neurons of the ENS produce dopamine and other
neurotransmitters that are locally released to control intestinal
function. The ENS contains several types of neurons grouped
in two plexi, the deeper Meissner’s plexus in the submucosa,
Mou L, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:73–81. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106210
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which produces dopamine, and the more superficial myenteric
Auerbach’s plexus. These intrinsic GI neurons communicate
profusely with each other, while the Auerbach plexus synapse
with sensory, sympathetic and parasympathetic fibres travelling
through the vagus nerve. The cell bodies of these vagal neurons
are located in the brainstem, which lay in close proximity to SNc
neurons in the midbrain, providing an anatomical link between
GI and motor symptoms. Most patients with PD show LB
pathology in ENS neurons and vagus nuclei, which express high
levels of α-syn. Additionally, LB are commonly found in the GI
in non-PD individuals, which could identify a population with
prodromal PD, other synucleinopathies, or incidental pathology
due to ageing.46 47 Despite this prevalent LB pathology, no cell
loss is detected in the Auerbach plexus.48 On the other hand,
the Meissner’s plexus suffers around 15% cell loss plus significant decrease in dopamine release, which could be sufficient
to explain the constipation.49 This 15% cell loss is in sharp
contrast to that in the SNc, where over 80% dopaminergic cell
loss is detected by the time the motor symptoms are diagnosed.
A relatively small cell loss in the ENS seems to be enough to
cause constipation and other GI symptoms, uncovering a highly
susceptible network to PD pathology. These symptoms are not
reversed by the typical L-dopa/carbidopa cocktail because carbidopa prevents the conversion of L-dopa into dopamine in the
periphery. However, local GI treatment with L-dopa or other
dopamine agonist as well as other neurotransmitters can alleviate these symptoms.

The spreading pathology of PD

The early LB pathology of ENS neurons has been interpreted as
suggesting that the PD pathology starts in the gut via exogenous
agents: the ‘dual-hit hypothesis’.3 4 This seminal work mapped
the distribution of LB pathology to stage PD progression from I
to VI. The study concluded that the PD pathology actually starts
in the olfactory epithelium and the gut as a consequence to exposure to toxins or neurotropic pathogens that infect neurons or
start an inflammatory cascade that damages peripheral neurons,
spreads to postsynaptic brainstem neurons followed by basal
ganglia and frontal cortex by anterograde transmission (rostral
spread).3 These observations have two important implications:
(i) exogenous triggers of α-syn pathology attack peripheral
tissues first and (ii) α-syn aggregates actively spread from the
PNS to and throughout the brain. We will review these concepts
in the following chapters.

Genetics versus environment

What is the evidence supporting the idea that exogenous agents
are responsible for initiating the peripheral PD pathology? Idiopathic PD accounts for ~90% of all the cases, although this
number includes a significant number of carriers of PD mutations with no family history.5 50–52 At this time, no infectious
agent has been associated with PD. It is well known that PD has
higher incidence in rural/farm areas and this may be related to
the exposure to pesticides and well water drinking containing
high levels of heavy metals.51 In this sense, the GI can be viewed
as the gateway connecting the environment to the brain. Animal
models confirm that ingestion of certain pesticides (rotenone,
paraquat) or 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
(MPTP) can initiate a PD-like pathology. MPTP disrupts the
respiratory chain and causes oxidative stress, which has been
proposed as an upstream regulator of α-syn aggregation. In fact,
rodent models exposed to low concentrations of rotenone in the
gut show α-syn aggregation in and dysfunction of the ENS,53–55
Mou L, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:73–81. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106210

followed by LB pathology in the vagus nerve. Longer rotenone
exposure leads to motor signs and decreased dopamine in the
striatum, suggesting a link to the motor pathology.56 Interestingly, this spread of LB pathology is partially interrupted by excision of the vagus nerve (vagotomy), which confirms the potential
of the peripheral pathology to spread into the central brain by
GI-vagal innervation.56 57 Mice treated with pesticides (rotenone, paraquat), MPTP or 6-hydroxidopamine develop symptoms consistent with PD, including LB pathology, providing
further mechanistic links to PD pathogenesis. However, only a
small fraction of patients with PD is exposed to these agents
while not all rural populations develop PD. Thus, these agents
impact the PD burden by increasing the likelihood of developing
PD in combination with other factors, mainly genetics, ageing
and lifestyle (figure 1).
Similar to Alzheimer’s disease (AD), most PD is sporadic,
but around 10% of PD cases are purely familial, where the
patient has a first-
degree relative diagnosed with PD. As
opposed to AD, PD genetics is highly complex, with a variety
dominant, autosomal-
recessive and incomplete
of autosomal-
penetrance loci that do not fit in a linear pathway.5 58 The main
genetic clue to PD came from the identification of mutations in
α-syn in a small number of autosomal-dominant familial forms
of PD. The fact that point mutations in α-syn as well as duplications and triplications of wild type α-syn cause highly penetrant autosomal-dominant PD connects mechanistically α-syn
intrinsic propensity to misfold to the initiation of LB pathology
and PD (figure 1). α-syn is a small, mostly disordered protein
abundant in synaptic terminals and the nucleus. Moreover,
oxidative stress has been shown to accelerate α-syn aggregation: MPTP and some pesticides interfere with the respiratory
chain in the mitochondria, which deplete energy reserves and
cause oxidative stress and α-syn aggregation (reviewed in59)
(figure 1).
Despite the central role of α-syn in PD, the most common
familial form of PD is linked to mutations in LRRK2 (leucine-
rich repeat kinase 2), a kinase of mostly unknown function.
Missense mutations (eg, G2019S) increase LRRK2 kinase
activity, disrupting several targets implicated in vesicular trafficking and proteostasis.60 Eight different mutations in LRRK2
have been identified in familial PD, most of them demonstrate low penetrance, but they typically associate with LB
pathology. Additionally, mutations in seven additional genes
cause autosomal-dominant (VPS13) or autosomal-recessive PD
(parkin, PINK1) in a small number of families (low frequency,
high impact) (reviewed in5 58) (figure 1). Moreover, PD shows a
strong heritability (pattern of familial clustering, over 30%) that
is well above the known 10% strictly familial inheritance.52 Part
of this discrepancy is due to PD loci with incomplete penetrance
(LRRK2, Glucocerebrosidase), inaccuracies in the medical
records and individuals with prodromal PD that die of other
causes. New PD genes are discovered each year, including high
frequency-low impact genes that may have cumulative effects
through combinations of variants. Overall, growing evidence
indicates a stronger than expected genetic component in PD
(figure 1). Genetic perturbations affecting mitochondrial metabolism, vesicular trafficking and protein clearance are more likely
causes of PD than exogenous agents like pathogens or toxins.
Unfortunately, the most relevant PD genes are not functionally
linked in a linear pathway, leaving significant gaps in the understanding of the pathogenic mechanisms of familial PD and, by
extension, all forms of PD.
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Figure 1 A hypothesis integrating multiple triggering factors into a converging pathogenic mechanism. Multiple factors are proposed to interact in the
initiation of PD pathology: genetic risks (green boxes), ageing (purple), brain injury/stressors (grey) and environmental exposures (red). Since PD is a late
onset disorder, the decline in quality control mechanisms plays a central role in disease. These mechanisms include the activity of chaperones that maintain
proteins in their native conformation and the proteasome and autophagy, which degrade protein aggregates and abnormal organelles (eg, mitochondria).
Once these protective mechanisms become less effective later in life, WT α-syn can misfold and aggregate spontaneously. α-syn mutations or extra copies
accelerate this propensity of α-syn to aggregate. Mutations in other PD genes (LRRK2, VPS31) can disable quality control mechanisms, thus contributing to
α-syn aggregation. α-syn expression is sensitive to stressors like head trauma, thus feeding into the α-syn pathway. On the right side, several environmental
factors have a direct impact on PD, with some experts proposing α-syn-independent mechanisms of toxicity (dashed arrow from ROS). However, MPTP
and rotenone cause α-syn aggregation in animal models, suggesting a converging α-syn pathology. Neuroinflammation is present in degenerating brains
and the presence of reactive astrocytes and microglia can definitely contribute to further neuronal damage. But neuroinflammation likely starts because of
neuronal damage and cell loss, thus placing this pathway downstream of other triggers. Finally, we propose that α-syn oligomers are the primary triggers
of neuronal degeneration and also participate in the stereotypic disease progression by trans-synaptic spread. Recent experimental observations suggest
that α-syn cross-seeds tau, providing an additional mechanism to explain neurotoxicity and neuronal loss. Intriguingly, some pathogenic pathways are not
easily integrated in this model. Mutations in genes causative of juvenile onset PD (dark green) disrupt degradation of abnormal mitochondria, leading to
an α-syn-independent pathology. These cases support arguments for multiple independent mechanisms triggering PD. An alternative interpretation is that
this is a form of parkinsonism that does not fit with the classic symptomatic presentation of PD (eg, juvenile onset, prominent early dystonia) that does
not challenge the α-syn-centric pathology. Dashed lines indicate suspected mechanisms. This mechanism is an oversimplification of the vast information
in the PD field. Many other factors or mechanisms have been proposed to contribute to PD, but we focused on a few prominent factors for clarity. α-syn,
α-synuclein; LRRK2, leucine-rich repeat kinase 2; MPTP, 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine; 6-OHDA, 6-hydroxidopamine; PD, Parkinson’s disease;
ROS, reactive oxygen species.

The nature of PD: a multifactorial late onset
neurodegenerative syndrome

The evidence presented so far describes PD as an extraordinarily complex and heterogeneous neurodegenerative disease. In
contrast to AD, PD pathology directly affects multiple organs,
including central, peripheral and autonomic nervous systems,
GI, and heart, exhibits highly complex genetics and environmental exposures seem to play a significant role in disease aetiology. These factors combine into a widely heterogeneous disease
regarding onset, symptoms and progression rate. The heterogeneity of PD results in a somewhat confusing picture of a disease
with no clear logic regarding disease nature, site of origin, aetiology, triggers, progression and so on. The interplay between all
76

the above factors suggests that PD is a multifactorial neurodegenerative process caused by the interaction between normal ageing,
neuronal susceptibility, genetic risks and environment exposures.
Some of the factors contributing to PD pathology discussed in
the literature include aberrant mitochondria activity/oxidative
stress, neuroinflammation and synaptic dysfunction50 (figure 1).
Autopsied PD brains show clear evidence for these alterations,
but it is unclear whether they are pathogenic triggers or how
much they contribute to pathogenesis.50 Despite the abundance
of factors purportedly causing or contributing to PD, it is critical to keep in mind that PD is characterised by two prominent
and consistent features: late onset (age-related) and the presence of LB pathology. The late onset informs about the key role
Mou L, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:73–81. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106210
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of the decline in physiological activities, specifically problems
maintaining quality control mechanisms that prevent disease
manifestations earlier in life. The LB pathology is the definitive
diagnostic criteria for PD on autopsy, indicating a prominent
role for α-syn in the pathogenic mechanism, even when other
mutant genes may be the triggering factor. Putting this evidence
together, it seems likely that ageing, genetics, exposures, lifestyle
and other factors converge to alter the proper handling of α-syn,
a protein prone to misfold and induce toxicity (figure 1).
The heterogeneous symptoms have invited efforts to stratify
PD clinically, but these efforts have provided no new insight
into disease aetiology or nature. Given this extraordinary variability, it may be more useful to view PD as a syndrome with
motor symptoms reflecting
a continuum of motor and non-
individual susceptibilities at the molecular, cellular, circuit and
system levels.58 61 In fact, several related diseases share symptoms, genetics and pathology with pure PD to consider a wider
umbrella for the parkinsonian conditions.58 62 A handful of
diseases share both parkinsonism and proteinopathy, including
Lewy body dementia (LBD), multiple systems atrophy (MSA),
corticobasal degeneration (CBD) and progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP). LBD and MSA are synucleinopathies presenting
with parkinsonism and other distinguishing symptoms. CBD and
PSP are tauopathies with significant symptomatic overlap with
PD, whereas the late stages of AD and some forms of frontotemporal dementia (FTD)/amyotrophic lateral sclerosis may also
develop parkinsonism. These converging features of different
proteinopathies suggest that they share relevant pathogenic
mechanisms, including progressive spread of pathology through
connected networks. These parkinsonian disorders are distinguished by atypical symptoms (abnormal gaze in PSP), symptoms
that present too early or progress too fast for PD (dysautonomia
in MSA; dementia in LBD, CBD), or proteinopathy (tau in PSP,
CBD, AD and FTD). The symptomatic and pathological overlap
between parkinsonian disorders leads to ‘mixed’ clinical diagnoses that may or may not be resolved at autopsy. The same can
be applied to the genetics, where mutations in α-syn, LRRK2
and tau underlie inherited forms of different disorders (or are
they varieties of the same disorder?). Traditional disease classifications are useful because disorders that primarily attack the
basal ganglia do not respond to L-dopa treatment. But understanding the pathophysiology of parkinsonian disorders may
require breaking those traditional definitions to integrate several
proteinopathies into a larger entity that explains the complexity
and heterogeneity of PD.
Overall, the heterogeneity of the parkinsonian disorders can
be brought together under a unifying model.1 A primary parkinsonian syndrome is caused by dysfunction of the basal ganglia,
either directly (CBD, PSP, MSA, LBD) or due to lack of dopaminergic input (PD).2 Early non-motor symptoms appear variably
due to independent development of proteinopathy in different
foci: SNc, frontal cortex, olfactory cortex, ENS, vagus, olfactory
tracts and so on.3 Last, late symptoms converge in many conditions as a consequence of cell-to-cell pathology spread through
interconnected networks.

The origin of PD: a disease with multifocal origins

The robust, penetrant non-motor early symptoms in PD indicate a disease with multiple foci.63 The key question is whether
PD develops simultaneously in independent foci or starts
in a single focus that progressively spreads to all the affected
tissues. This later idea of a single focus gained support based
on the pathology reports from Braak and colleagues.3 4 64 The
Mou L, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:73–81. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106210

identification of hyposmia and constipation as early and penetrant symptoms in sporadic PD led to the hypothesis that these
were the sites of initiation of PD, mediated by the exposure of
the olfactory epithelium and the GI to exogenous agents. One
conceptual problem with this hypothesis is that the presence
of LB does not inform about the origin and progression of the
disease since neurons may express different levels of α-syn and
show different susceptibility to accumulate and survive with
LB. Recent studies in several proteinopathies argue for a higher
toxicity of soluble aggregates (oligomers) compared with insoluble fibres.65 66 Oligomers form α-syn and other amyloids have
been detected in human patients using protein purification
techniques67 68 and conformational antibodies.69 Thus, LB accumulation may indicate efficient packaging of α-syn in the protective aggresome that could in fact be protective.70 Additionally,
recent data may contradict the main aspects of the Braak staging
system. For instance, about half of the autopsies contradict in
some detail the Braak staging,71–74 including the observation that
7%–8% patients with PD have no vagal LB pathology despite
strong SNc pathology, breaking the caudo-rostral link. Moreover, prominent LB can be found in the dorsal vagus nucleus
next to degenerated SNc lacking LB, supporting the differential
vulnerability of these nuclei.75 Other valid criticism includes the
observation that in mice LB pathology can spread from the vagus
nerve to the SN pars reticulata, but not to the SNc, which agrees
with the lack of direct synaptic connexions.76 Moreover, patients
or mice subjected to vagotomies still develop PD, although at
slightly lower rates.57 77 These are relatively small differences,
but preclude an exclusively peripheral origin of PD.71 72
A recent ‘threshold hypothesis’ argues that PD develops simultaneously in multiple foci of the CNS and PNS that voids the
need for pathology spread.78 The mechanism underlying this
process is the increased susceptibility of specific neurons in GI,
olfactory cortex, SNc and sleep centres to develop LB pathology
with the resulting destruction of local networks. Whether and
when this network destruction causes symptoms and their
severity depends on the intrinsic vulnerability of the neurons and
robustness of their circuits, resulting in the overall functional
reserve of a particular system. The emphasis of this hypothesis
is on the local origin of multiple LB foci and the lesser importance of neuron-to-neuron spread.78 The weaknesses are that (1)
provides no mechanism to explain selective vulnerability and (2)
argues against the spread of pathology as a central mechanism
that is consistent with both stereotypic disease progression and
experimental data.

Selective neuronal vulnerability

We propose here a mixed hypothesis that acknowledges a multifocal origin but relies on trans-synaptic spread for the progression
to new regions as the disease advances with age. The multifocal
origin is supported on the intrinsic vulnerability of dopaminergic neurons, mainly due to their high metabolic demands.59
One, the high production of dopamine generates intermediate
metabolites that cause oxidative stress. Two, the self-generation
of rhythms (pacemaker) that underlies the regular and diffuse
distribution of dopamine throughout the brain to maintain basic
stimulation, which causes Ca+ overload. Coupled with relatively
low ability to buffer cytoplasmic Ca+ (relative low expression of
Ca+ binding proteins), Ca+ overload results in mitochondria
dysfunction and subsequent oxidative stress.59 Over time, oxidative stress and other cellular damage results in α-syn misfolding
and aggregation into soluble oligomers. These oligomers are
highly toxic by mechanisms mostly unknown at this time and
77
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also act as seeds for the accelerated misfolding of more native
α-syn. The extracellular release of these α-syn oligomers and
protofibers activate astrocytes and microglia, generating local
inflammation and a robust neuroimmune reaction.
What do we know about the vulnerability of other foci for
PD initiation? ENS neurons in the Meissner plexus produce
dopamine that maintains the tone in the GI independently of
CNS input. This suggests that these dopaminergic neurons in the
ENS share the metabolic characteristics of SNc neurons due to
dopamine biosynthesis as well as the pacemaking activity. The
sleep centre in the brainstem and the autonomic nervous system
also have pacemaking activity to regulate critical body functions, highlighting a common physiological feature with dopaminergic neurons and, potentially explaining their vulnerability.
Unfortunately, less details are known about other foci for LB
initiation in PD (vagus nerve) and in other disorders, like oligodendrocytes in MSA and frontal cortex neurons in LBD. The
involvement of different brain regions and cell types indicates
that the pathology implicates more than dopamine production.
Critical aspects of when, why and where the proteinopathy starts
are currently unknown, but ageing and individual risk profiles
(genetics, age, exposures) are likely to play a large role in the
variable presentation.
Another aspect of the pathology that has been discussed
before is the resilience of different neurons to LB pathology.
Vagus nerve cells accumulate early LB but do not seem to degenerate; on the other hand, SNc neurons are highly vulnerable
to α-syn aggregates, leaving few cells with LB pathology on
autopsy. These observations suggest that susceptibility to form
LBs and vulnerability are not tied to each other. The molecular
mechanisms underlying these differences may involve Ca+ buffering and other cellular mechanisms of proteostasis, but could
specific α-syn
also be explained by the accumulation of cell-
strains (see below).

Trans-synaptic spread of protein pathology

Trans-synaptic spread of the protein pathology mechanistically
links the stereotyped progression of PD from SNc to the frontal
cortex through anatomically interconnected pathways. One
argument for the prion-
like behaviour of α-syn comes from
the LB pathology of embryonic grafts of dopaminergic cells
implanted in the midbrain, suggesting local spread of LB from
host SNc neurons with high LB burden.79–81 The converging
pathology of several synucleinopathies and other proteinopathies strongly supports trans-synaptic spread to both frontal and
autonomic centres in both rostral and caudal directions. What
is the cellular basis for α-syn spreading pathology? Work done
in the last decade demonstrates the prion-like features of α-syn
and other amyloids.82–84 For decades, prion diseases enjoyed a
unique, defining feature: transmissibility. But at the molecular
level, all amyloids share significant structural, biochemical and
biological features.65 85 All amyloids aggregate by templated
seeded polymerisation, an autocatalytic process mediated by
direct contact between seeds containing misfolded protein and
natively folded protein.86 87 If these proteins follow similar rules
in vitro, it should not surprise that they share the same behaviour
in complex systems. The mechanism of seeded polymerisation
enjoys additional support in the cellular environment from chaperones, membranes and other intracellular substrates, providing
a more consistent and predictive basis for the formation and
expansion of amyloid aggregation. One predicted property of
amyloids is the ability to cross-seed other amyloids based on
the presence of conserved 3D domains or conformations.69 88
78

Interestingly, α-syn has been shown to cross-seed tau, providing
additional mechanisms to explain neurodegeneration and
concurrent pathologies89 90 (figure 1). Hyperphosphorylated,
misfolded tau has been proposed as one of the main drivers of
neurodegeneration in AD downstream of the amyloid-β peptide
and tau pathology is present in a variety of neurodegenerative
disorders, including dementias and parkinsonism. These data
come together under the provocative idea that tau contributes
to PD neurotoxicity downstream of α-syn.91 92 Not everyone
agrees with this model, with the main criticism to proteinopathies being the lack of disease-modifying therapies dedicated
to the formation/accumulation of amyloids.93 The criticism is
fair because critical appraisal of hypotheses is a fundamental
component of the scientific enterprise. Unfortunately, there are
currently no alternative hypotheses that can displace amyloids as
central to disease. No other central causes of pathogenesis have
emerged so far, only unrelated collections of cellular phenotypes
affecting mitochondria, synapses, axons, transcription, calcium
metabolism, proteasome, autophagy, apoptosis and so on. The
focus on these phenotypes can lead to effective treatments that
do not alter the underlying disease pathology, providing limited
symptomatic relief for patients similar to L-dopa treatment. But
the search for the common underlying mechanisms upstream of
all these symptoms should continue in an effort to better understand PD and, eventually, provide the basis for disease-modifying
therapies.
But how are large intracellular seeds transferred to neighbouring cells? Although these processes are still under investigation, α-syn is released from cells and its proteolytic fragments
are highly amyloidogenic.94 95 Additionally, purified α-syn in the
medium or from cells overexpressing α-syn can penetrate neural
stem cells and SY5Y cells, aggregate intracellularly and seed
endogenous α-syn.96–98 Additional mechanisms may involve the
release of seeds by membrane breaks in sick cells and the generation of membrane pores, one of the known aberrant behaviours
of amyloid oligomers.65 These results lend strong support to the
prion-like behaviour of α-syn.87 99 100
In support of this prion-like behaviour of α-syn, injection of
aggregated α-syn in the intestinal wall of mice is transported to
the vagus nerve,101 either actively (the injected seeds) or indirectly, through aggregation of endogenous α-syn. Similarly, α-syn
introduced by virus or rotenone treatment in the GI appears to
‘ascend’ or spread to CNS neurons.56 76 A puzzling observation
is that α-syn expressed from viruses still spreads in a rostral
direction in α-syn KO mice.78 102 This actually supports the efficient trans-synaptic spread of α-syn without seeded nucleation,
although the virus could also spread trans-synaptically, promoting
α-syn expression in the next postsynaptic neuron. Overall, these
observations argue for a mixed model that acknowledges the
start of α-syn pathology in several foci followed by regional
spread through anatomically connected networks.
Furthermore, several studies have reported bona fide transmission of synthetic α-syn fibrillar material into wild type
mice.103 104 These studies show the development of a PD-like
disease and spread of α-syn pathology to areas far apart from
the injection site, supporting the prion-like properties of α-syn.
Although the use of synthetic fibres addresses the transmissibility
of α-syn, some may question their disease relevance. A year later,
another study published the transmission of MSA-derived brain
deposits, but not from patients with PD, into transgenic mice
expressing mutant α-syn (see below).105 Direct transmission of
human disease material strongly supports the prion-like properties of α-syn, but the transfer into transgenic mice overexpressing
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α-syn can also be interpreted as the acceleration of an underlying
disease.

One final argument: distinct α-syn strains

The similarities between PD and prion diseases were highlighted
recently with the identification of α-syn strains with distinct
biochemical and biological properties. Three 2013 studies90 106 107
demonstrated for the first time that α-syn can form distinctive
strains based on the definition of protein strain.108 Two of these
studies generated synthetic α-syn fibres that showed distinct
structure, cellular toxicity, seeding properties and propagation
in cultured cells.90 107 The third study demonstrated transmission
of α-syn pathology from patient brain extracts into cell culture,
finding evidence for three different α-syn strains in MSA-derived
extracts.106 Interestingly, this study failed to transmit α-syn
pathology from extracts of patients with PD, further supporting
the heterogenicity of α-syn aggregates (or strains). Another study
found that two structural forms α-syn (ribbons and fibrils) led
to different phenotypes when transferred into rats, with the
ribbons producing symptoms similar to those of PD and MSA.109
Last, a recent work found that an MSA-specific conformation
of α-syn specifically propagates in oligodendrocytes, the main
cell type affected in MSA.110 This paper provides evidence for
the role of cellular context (cellular milieu) in the propagation
and transmission of specific strains, which potentially explains
the differences between synucleinopathies. Overall, recent work
strongly supports the prion-like behaviour of α-syn and, therefore, the likelihood of its trans-synaptic transmission.

Concluding remarks

Since α-syn demonstrates several prion-like properties (experimental transmission, distinct strains), are PD or other synucleinopathies infectious? By extension, are all other proteinopathies
(eg, AD) infectious? The clear answer at this time is: no. No
epidemiological data support the infectious nature of PD. The
iatrogenic transmission of prion diseases was efficiently detected
following the mad-cow disease epidemic, leading to bans for
blood and organ donations. No such evidence has been uncovered related to PD or AD, two prevalent disorders among the
elderly population. Despite the similarities described above, no
amyloid has shown the most distinctive property of prions: resistance to digestion by proteases and denaturing agents. Sensitivity
to proteases and other denaturing conditions makes all prion-
like amyloids unlikely to resist degradation under conditions
that would lead to transmission, like contaminated surgical
equipment. α-syn transmission in mice was achieved in wild type
mice by intracerebral inoculation of highly concentrated seeds.
These are ideal conditions for an in vivo seeding experiment, but
such conditions do not occur naturally. With the high prevalence
of AD and PD, we have likely been exposed to small amounts
of seeds via transfusion, transplants and surgical instruments
that should lead to early onset PD, which has not happened.
Hence, AD and PD fibres degrade more efficiently than bona
fide prions, lack appropriate transmission routes, lack replication sites in peripheral tissues, have long incubation times or the
concentration of seeds is extremely small. Therefore, the prion-
like behaviour of α-syn explains the progressive trans-synaptic
spread of pathology, but there is no reason for social alarm.
Synucleinopathies are not prions: they only show transmissibility in the lab under highly favourable experimental conditions. While the nature of PD and related disorders continues
to be investigated, it would make sense to call for caution when
Mou L, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:73–81. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106210

handling patient brains, but there is no need for social alarm or
for altering blood donation or surgical protocols.
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